Filmskript: Wizadora – Episode 5: Can You Fly?

00:00
**Very Old Fish:** Look, Wizadora. Look at this, Wizadora. Look at this wizard. He’s standing on a magic carpet and the carpet’s flying.

**Wizadora:** You're a wizard, Wizadora. You can fly on a carpet.

**Wizadora:** Well ... I haven't got a magic carpet.

**Very Old Fish:** Oh! Hum. No! You haven't.

**Phoebe:** Look in the cupboard, Wizadora. Ask Hangle. Hangle? Is there a carpet in your cupboard?

**Hangle:** A carpet? Erm ... No!

00:54
**Very Old Fish:** Wait, Hangle. Look, Wizadora, a mop! You can fly on a mop.

**Wizadora:** Oh yes. Hangle, the mop, please.

**Hangle:** No, Wizadora. This is my mop. I'm busy. I'm cleaning the floor.

**Wizadora:** Please, Hangle. The floor’s clean.

**Hangle:** It isn’t clean. It’s dirty!

**Wizadora:** Thank you, Hangle.

**Hangle:** Wizadora!

**Very Old Fish:** Look in the book, Wizadora. Here's the spell on page twenty-six. You can do it!

**Wizadora:** I can try. It’s a good mop, but can it fly?

**Hangle:** It can’t fly, Wizadora. It's a mop!

**Wizadora:** This is a difficult spell. Can I do it?

**Hangle:** Wizadora. A mop can’t fly!

**Wizadora:** Ssh! I’m reading. I’m learning a magic spell.

**Wizadora:** Mop, listen.

**Mop:** Yes.

**Phoebe:** It can talk!

**Drawer People:** It can talk! The mop can talk!

**Wizadora:** Mop, you can talk.

**Mop:** Yes, I can.

**Wizadora:** Can you fly?

**Mop:** I don’t know. I can clean.

**Wizadora:** Can you fly?

**Mop:** I can jump! I can sing!
Drawer People: Stop! Stop! Can you fly?
Mop: No, I can't fly. Sorry.
Drawer People: We can sing. We can dance. Can we fly? No, we can't.
We can jump but we can't fly.
Wizadora: Be quiet!
Very Old Fish: They can talk!
Wizadora: You can talk, you can jump, you can sing, but you can't fly. Well ...
Very Old Fish: You can do magic spells, Wizadora.
Wizadora: I'm trying. Sometimes I can do magic spells. Help me, Wand. Touch my elbow. Touch my hair. Mop, Mop, fly in the air! Can it fly?
Phoebe: No, it's dancing.
Wizadora: Oh, no!
Very Old Fish: Never mind, Wizadora. Try again.
Wizadora: Touch my elbow. Touch my hair. Mop, Mop, fly in the air. Can it fly now?
Hangle: No, sorry, Wizadora. It's sleeping.
Wizadora: I can't do it.
Very Old Fish: Yes you can, Wizadora. Try again.
Wizadora: Touch my elbow. Touch my hair. Mop, Mop, fly in the air! Can it fly?
Where's the mop? Can you see it, Very Old Fish?
Very Old Fish: No, I can't.

04:26
Tatty Bogle: Wizadora! The mop! It's outside. It's in my garden. It's flying. Can you see it? Oh! It's magic, Wizadora. It's a magic mop!
Very Old Fish: Be careful!
Top: Can you see it?
Middle: I can't see it. Can they see it?
Bottom: We can't see it.
Sticky: Where is it?
Hangle: It's outside. It's flying outside. Be quiet!
Wizadora: Mop, come inside, now. Co-me on, hurry up!
Mop: I can fly! I can fly! I can jump. I can sing. I can talk. I can count ten, twenty, thirty, forty ... er ... fifty.
Wizadora: Oh, well done, Mop.
Drawer People: Sixty, seventy, eighty, ninety, a hundred! We can count.
Mop: And now I can fly. Oh thank you, Wizadora, thank you.
Wizadora: You can fly, but can I fly? Let's see.
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Bottom: Can she fly?
Middle: I don’t know.
Top, Sticky: Can you fly? Can he fly? Can we fly?
Drawer People: Yes we can. We’re flying. We’re flying.
Wizadora: Touch my elbow. Touch my hair. Mop, Mop, fly in the air! Mop, what’s the matter? You can do it.
Mop: No, I can’t. You’re very heavy.
Drawer People: You’re very heavy, Wizadora. Tee hee!
Wizadora: Sorry, Mop! Poor Mop, I’m very sorry.
Very Old Fish: Never mind Wizadora. You’re very clever.
Wizadora: Oh well, I can do magic spells, but I can’t fly.
Hangle: I can’t fly Wizadora, but now I can clean my floor.
Mop: Help! No! Stop Hangle! I’m magic. I can fly.

06:49
Wizadora’s Song

My name’s Wizadora. I’m Phoebe, I’m a telephone.
These are my friends. This is my home.
Her name’s Wizadora. Phoebe is a telephone.
We are her friends. This is our home. I can
do magic spells, sometimes they work very well. She can
do magic spells, sometimes they work very well.
Her name’s Wizadora. Phoebe is a telephone.
These are my friends. This is my home.

07:26
Language Review (The words underlined appear in writing on the video.)

Top: I’m singing. La, la, la. La, la, la. I’m singing La, la, la. La, la, la.
Middle: You can’t sing.
Top: Yes, I can.

Middle: You can’t sing.
Top: Yes, I can.
Middle: No, you can’t.
Top: Yes, I can.
Sticky: He’s singing but I’m dancing. He’s singing but I’m dancing.
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Middle: He can't dance.
Top: Yes, he can.
Bottom: I'm sleeping.
Top: I'm reading. I'm reading a book.
Sticky: I'm counting ... one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen ...
Drawer People: We're talking. Yak, yak, yak. We're talking Yak, yak, yak.
Bottom: Sssh! I'm sleeping.
Top: I'm cleaning.
Middle: Stop it! I'm not dirty.
Sticky: She's talking and I'm cleaning. We're cleaning.
Middle: Stop! I'm not dirty.
Bottom: They're cleaning but I'm sleeping. They're cleaning but I'm sleeping.